Financial Company
Merger a Success with
Office 365 Migration
Binary Tree facilitates the smooth migration of Office 365 tenants
in financial giants' merger

CUSTOMER PROFILE

PXP Financial is a merger of
two established payments
companies, PXP Solutions
and Kalixa.
Countries

6

Merchants

1,000+

Processing Volume

€16bn yearly

THE SITUATION
PXP Solutions and Kalixa were
merging as PXP Financial and
needed to quickly integrate their
Office 365 tenants so that staff in
both tenants could use the new and
old email domains.
BENEFITS
• Unified email domains and addresses
• Unified Global Address List
• Unified free/busy calendar lookups

Migrated from:
Office 365 Tenant
Migrated to:
Office 365 Tenant

The Solution: Binary Tree Power365® Integration Pro
SaaS solution and services from Cloud Essentials.

Merging companies is never easy. But when you’re in the highly-regulated world of
finance, integrating IT environments can be even more tricky. So, when a global financial
operator needed to combine its messaging and directories after an acquisition, it turned
to Binary Tree by Quest for flexible migration software—and an experienced team with a
history of M&A success.

Country:
United Kingdom
Industry:
Finance / Payment Solutions

“Working with Cloud
Essentials and
Binary Tree to deploy
Power365’s Address
Rewrite service was
done quickly and
professionally. Both
Cloud Essentials
and Binary Tree
supported us in the
migration throughout
and we are looking
forward to continuing
working with Cloud
Essentials and Binary
Tree to complete the
migration.”

THE CHALLENGE

THE RESULTS

PXP Solutions and Kalixa were planning
to merge into a single brand as PXP
Financial in a matter of a few weeks. The
IT team was challenged to quickly enable
the staff of both companies, who were
in two different Office 365 tenants, to be
able to send and receive email using the
email domain of the new brand for the
brand relaunch.

The users in both merging organizations
are now able to send and receive emails
using the new PXP Financial email
domain while continuing to maintain
their legacy email addresses until they
could be phased out after the two Office
365 tenants are consolidated into a
single tenant.

THE SOLUTION
Cloud Essentials used Binary Tree
Power365 Integration Pro SaaS solution to
integrate the two Office 365 tenants and
unify the email domains for the launch of
the new PXP Financials brand. In the next
phase of the merger, Cloud Essentials
will leverage the Binary Tree Power365
by Quest solution to consolidate the PXP
and Kalixa Office 365 domains into a
single tenant.

ABOUT CLOUD ESSENTIALS
Cloud Essentials is a Binary Tree by Quest
partner that helps enterprises prepare for
the cloud, make a smooth migration, and
get the most out of their investment going
forward. www.cloudessentials.com

James Russell
Senior Infrastructure Analyst
PXP Solutions

ABOUT QUEST

LEARN MORE

Quest creates software solutions that make the benefits of new technology real in an
increasingly complex IT landscape. From database and systems management, to Active
Directory and Office 365 management, and cyber security resilience, Quest helps
customers solve their next IT challenge now. Quest Software. Where next meets now.

For more information, visit us at
www.quest.com/binarytree
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